
UX/UI Designer 

ABOUT US 

Blackbullion is an edtech innovator on a mission to make the world money smart. Our elearning 

platform is raising financial education standards across higher education and we exist at the 

intersection of fintech, edtech and big data. 

We are deployed on campuses across the UK and now Australia and almost 1m students have 

access. We are growing and expanding our team and are now looking for a UX/UI Designer 

 

THE ROLE 

We are looking for an someone who is able to understand our business requirements and any 

technical limitations, as well as be responsible for managing the end to end design process; 

from independently conducting user research, interviews and surveys, through translating them 

into sitemaps, user flows, customer journey maps, wireframes, mockups and prototypes and 

working with the development team to deliver updates to our clients and end users.  

You will also be responsible for managing the overall visual language of our products and will 

also need to solve difficult visual design problems that arise during the implementation of new 

features. 

You will be an early member of the product & technology team and will play a crucial role in 

developing methods to understand and measure the ongoing success of our products 

 

REQUIREMENTS 

● To fit into our awesome team you must have self-drive and motivation and believe in the 

transformative power of education.  

● You must be comfortable in a fast moving, dynamic startup environment. 

● Significant commercial experience working as a UX designer on cross-platform digital 

products. 

● Proven ability of wireframing, producing concept sketches, user flows, storyboards and 

hi/lo-fi prototypes 

● An ability to analyze user data and create actual product insights 



● Working knowledge of UX tools (Sketch, Photoshop, Invision Marvel, Principle etc) 

● High level proficiency in user research and usability testing 

● Strong analytical, problem solving, and critical thinking skills 

● An online portfolio showcasing your previous designs and processes 

● Up-to-date knowledge of the latest UI trends, techniques, and technologies 

● Experience in the fields of edtech or fintech would be very relevant to this role but are 

not necessary. 

 

COMPENSATION DETAILS 

Competitive salary and equity package 

 

22 days of annual holiday + extra days between Xmas and New Year 

 

Friday team brekkie (we love food!) 

 

Great company culture & work-life balance 

 

This is a full-time role based in our offices between Old Street and Angel Stations in London. 

 

If successful, you’ll join an amazing, passionate team. We nurture great talent and offer a 

creative and collaborative workplace so you can take your passion, determination and tenacity 

and put it to work doing something you believe in. 

 


